RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 4 RUNS

1st Race The Bold Runner Handicap
DAIYAMONDO

Oty21 -

Cl-V, 0-25
144⁄2128

COUNTRY’S MOON

Md20-21 met interference passing the 700 meters.

1200 Mts.

Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip at about the 300 metres.

172⁄211357

Jockey reported that his saddle shifted ahead passing the 900 metres. 53⁄2116610

FANTASTIC HIT

Md20-21 - 211⁄21936 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

KINGS PRIDE

Md19-20 - 142⁄201938 returned bleeding after the race.

MULLIGAN

Md20-21 - 281⁄211065 Jockey was fined for not reporting the drop of his whip passing the 150 metres.

SOVEREIGNAIRE

Md20-21 - 252⁄2115012 met interference soon after the start.

CHANAKYA

Md20-21 - 102⁄211152 Jockey was cautioned for shifting in under use of the whip in the final stages of

the race.

2nd Race The Nora Handicap
BEFORETHEDAWN

Cl-V, 0-25, 5 years old and over
Md20-21 -

172⁄211314

lost about 2 lengths at the start.
was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.
jumped awkwardly outwards at the start.

1300 Mts.

Md19-20 -

2811⁄19545

SYMPHONY IN STYLE

Md20-21 -

2412⁄20544

VULTURE

Md19-20 - 141⁄201317 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang in in the straight.

AMAZING KITTEN

Md20-21 - 131⁄21777 received check passing the 1000 metres.

ASIAN EMPRESS

ARAZINGER
Md20-21 - 53⁄211677 met interference soon after the start.
rd Race The Be Safe Plate Div - II
Cl-3y, Maiden
1200 Mts.
0
ROYAL EMINENCE
Md20-21 - 141⁄2184 withdraw on Veterinary grounds as it was lame on Right fore due. 252⁄211458 Jockey

3

was fined for dropping his whip passing the 300 metres.
Md20-21 - 211⁄21927 was slow to start and jumped out awkwardly, losing about 6 lengths as the start

GEISHA GIRL
was affected.

Md20-21 - 252⁄211465 Jockey was severely cautioned for not making sufficient efforts to prevent his
mount from drifting out in the straight.

LAKSHANAM

Md20-21 - 252⁄211468 was observed to hang out negotiating the final bend and was observed to run
Jockey reported that his mount drifted out momentarily entering the straight and thereafter dropped back, he felt
green. Oty21 that something was wrong with his mount.

OCARINA

234⁄21177

SPARKLEBERRY

Md20-21 - 252⁄211455 received checked passing the 150 metres.

STAR OF TEXAS

Oty21 - 234⁄21176 Jockey was cautioned for negotiating the ATC bend wide.

WISAKA
Md20-21 - 252⁄211456 met interference passing the 150 metres.
th Race The Be Safe Plate Div - I
Cl-3y, Maiden
EAGLE PRINCE
Oty21 - 244⁄21242 met interference at the start.

4

1200 Mts.

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20567 was slow into stride and trailed the field thereafter. 172⁄211339 met interference

GOLD SPECK
passing the 900 metres.

Md20-21 - 252⁄211467 jumped awkwardly outwards and drifted out slightly immediately as the start was

BRIGHT LIGHT
affected.

FASHION OF STARS

Md20-21 - 42⁄2111011 met interfernce as the start was affected & was slow into stride, the filly was trotting

lame on right hind after the race.

5th Race The Queen’s Guest Handicap
AVELLINO

Cl20-21 -

ROMAN SENATOR
PENANG

Cl-III, 40-65

11⁄21(43)

1600 Mts.

jumped awkwardly from the gates.

Md20-21 -

112⁄211282

Md20-21 -

211⁄21944

the saddle shifted back passing the 1600 Meters.

met interference negotiating the final bend and again passing the 500 metres.

Md20-21 - 11⁄21666 was observed to drop back passing the 200 metres. 211⁄21946 suffered from Epistaxis
(EIPH) during the race. Oty21 - 234⁄21168 Jockey was severely cautioned for travelling wide from the 1100 metres till approaching the ATC
bend for no apparent reason.

COMANCHE BRAVE

Md20-21 - 262⁄211556 met interference and bumped soon after the start. Oty21 - 234⁄21152 met
interference passing the 200 metres and jumped out with the blindfold in spite of the handler’s efforts to remove it at the start of the race.

GANTON

Md19-20 - 221⁄201462 Jockey was fined for riding an injudicious race wherein he did not allow his mount
to settle in the early part of the race. and was hanging out under pressure and lost the race. Md20-21 - 611⁄20(3) was observed to be hanging
out in the straight. 1512⁄20450 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds (lame on left fore).

EMBRACE

Md20-21 - 131⁄21793 was observed to bump the inner railings passing the 1300 metres.

OTUS

SHIELD MAIDEN
Oty21 - 234⁄21212 Jockey was reprimanded for negotiating the final bend wide for no apparent reason.
th Race The Pandora Handicap
Cl-IV, 20-45, 4 years old and over, (NO WHIP RACE)
1300 Mts.
STAR GLITTER
Md20-21 - 42⁄2110810 jumped awkwardly outward. 53⁄2116512 sustained superficial injury of gum.

6

Md20-21 - 262⁄211544 jumped awkwardly inwards as the start & received check at the start and Jockey
reported that his mount was inclined to hang out for major part of the race. Oty21 - 144⁄2160 As the relevant bit was not available for
considerable time the gelding was permitted to be withdrawn.

OBERON

SENORA BIANCA

Md20-21 - 2011⁄20172 jumped awkwardly outwards.

Oty19 - 265⁄19884 was slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths, veered in immediately after jumping out,
had sustained a superficial injury on the left hind pastern. 146⁄191315 was slow to start and did not raise a proper gallop.

BOSSINOVA

CARNOUSTIE
start.

102⁄211177

Md20-21 - 611⁄2037 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start. 1512⁄204413 Lost about 5-6 lengths at the
was slow to start losing about 5 to 6 lengths.

Md19-20 - 2811⁄19595 Jockey was severely cautioned for not taking a proper jump whereby his mount
threw its head up and jumped awkwardly losing about 3 lengths. 2612⁄191085 slow to start losing about 3 lengths. 291⁄20(158) Apprentice
Jockey was fined for not maintaining a straight course for about 100 meters after the start shifting in and tightening the horses on his inside.

STERN MAIDEN

LORD OF THE TURF
Md20-21 - 141⁄218514 was observed to drop back passing the 700 metres and trailed the field thereafter.
th Race The Trojan River Handicap
Cl-IV, 20-45
1300 Mts.
3
1
BOLIVIA
Md20-21 - 13 ⁄2178 Jockey was fined for dropping his hands before passing the post. 281⁄21(103) was

7

observed to drift out under pressure causing.

OFF SHORE BREEZE

Md20-21 - 42⁄211102 met interference soon after the start.

RIGHT MOVE

Cl20-21 - 193⁄211064 was denied a clear run passing the 1400 metres.

BEAUTEOUS MAXIMUS

Md20-21 - 281⁄211033 was slow to start losing about a length.

KATAHDIN
during the race.

252⁄211509

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20604 met interference 50 metres after the start & Jockey reported that the saddle slipped
jumped awkwardly inward and bumped at the start & met interference soon after the start.

FENI
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY
thereafter tried to veer out.

PRICELESS TREASURE

Md20-21 - 252⁄2115010 jumped awkwardly outward and bumped at the start.
Md20-21 - 11⁄21628 sustained superficial injury to the gum. 141⁄218614 jumped awkwardly outwards and
Jockey was fined for excessive use of the whip on his mount.

262⁄211542

Md20-21 - 2412⁄20590 withdraw on veterinary grounds as it was found to be lame on right fore due to

infected cellulites.

COUNTRY’S LUMIERE

Md20-21 - 53⁄211669 received check to and losing about 2 lengths.

FLASH STAR

Md20-21 - 141⁄21889 suffered from EIPH (epistaxis) during the race.

